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This Attorney Talks to “Dead” People … and Your Listeners Will Love Him 

 
Dennis McMahon, attorney & author of Into the Mystic… will tell your audience: 

 

• How he met his son Ryan, face-to-face, 15 years after Ryan died  
• About his ongoing contact with “dead” people 
• How spirits helped him beat a client's gold-digging wife in divorce court … against all odds 
• How spirits help him in everyday matters like finding a new apartment, picking out gifts, buying 

a new car, and overcoming claustrophobia … and how spirits can help you too 
• How he helped his “dead” father get un-stuck on the other side … and how you can do 

the same for your loved ones 
• How spirits love to talk with us through magic numbers and letters 
• How it feels to go thru a spontaneous exorcism     
           …And much more 

 
Most Americans believe in the paranormal, and the soul.  In a 2005 poll, the Gallup Organization found 
that 73% of Americans believe in the “paranormal,” including clairvoyance, communication with the “dead,” and 
past lives.  And according to a 2005 Newsweek poll, 80 – 85% of Americans believe in the soul and it’s 
continued life after death.   Your listeners will love Dennis’ true stories about the soul and the afterlife. 
 
Dennis meets his son Ryan, 15 years after Ryan died.  Dennis will share how he met his son Ryan in a 
graveyard, 15 years after Ryan had died, and how that experience landed Dennis on a spiritual path, leading 
him to other mystical experiences—including contact with many other “dead” friends and relatives.  Dennis 
will help your listeners connect with their loved ones on the other side as well. 
 
Help your listeners share their stories. People who might otherwise be afraid to share their “strange 
experiences” will feel much safer telling their stories during your call-in show because of Dennis’ open-
hearted discussion of his own mystical events.  Dennis will also help interpret your listeners’ experiences if 
they want to share them on the air. 
 
Ancient knowledge can help us now. Dennis will discuss shamanism—the spiritual practice that is older 
than organized religions by thousands of years—and involves journeying into the Spirit World to get 
information, solve problems, and heal disease—all of which can help your listeners.  
 

After experiencing what he would later describe as spontaneous mystical events following the death of 
his infant son, attorney and author Dennis P. McMahon became deeply involved in looking for answers thru 
shamanism, past-life regressions, and communications with the “dead”.  Your listeners will benefit from hearing 
Dennis’ real-life stories, and sharing their own experiences on the air.  
 
Into the Mystic (From the Streets of Brooklyn) is available at www.amazon.com, www.barnesandnoble.com, 
www.xlibris.com  and  elsewhere.    Please visit   www.JourneyIntoTheMystic.com  for  more  information. 
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